Bicyclists have the same rights and responsibilities as motorists. (M.C.C. 257.662)

IT’S THE LAW

Obey Traffic Laws, Signs and Signals
Share the Road (M.C.C. 257.661, 257.663)

Use Hand Signals
Sign your intent to turn with the proper hand signals shown below (M.C.C. 257.661).

Use Lights at Night
White headlight visible from 500 feet, red taillight visible from 300 feet. (M.C.C. 257.662)

Riding on Sidewalks
You are an invited guest in the pedestrian space. Slow down, announce yourself when passing, and always yield to pedestrians. (M.C.C. 257.662)

SHARE THE ROAD

Bike Lanes are one way. Travel in the direction of traffic.

Don’t dip your headlight.

Instead, ride in a nighttime.

When on sidewalks, walk bikes in sidewalk, watch for cars entering or leaving parked cars.

Turn left either as if to walk, or by using left hand signals.

BE VISIBLE

Wear light-colored or reflective clothing, especially at night.
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*Neighborhood Connector: guide to routes through neighborhoods, and convenient destinations.

Terms and Conditions for using the Ann Arbor Bike map can be found here.

www.annarbor.org/terms